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CONSTRUCTION

Cedar Bandsaw Ply


	Text44: A natural and visually appealing product. Bandsawn Cedar Ply is a high end exterior cladding ply suitable for modern home or batch exteriors and interior entrance work.  Also used in high end commercial applications.Stronger than other timber external claddings. The ply has a solid durable Cedar layup, with an external Okoume veneer that creates the "Cedar" bandsawn look. 
	Text46: Commercial claddingHigh-end housing Feature claddingSoffitsLobbies
	Text47: 2440x1220
	Text48: 12mm
	Text49: 500 kg/m3 or less
	Text50: B/sawn Exterior
	Text51: 2740x1220
	Text52: 12mm
	Text53: 
	Text54: B/sawn Exterior
	Text55: 3050x1220
	Text56: 12mm
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	Text58: B/sawn Exterior
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	Text65: 
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	Text67: 
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	Text74: 
	Text75: Colour
	Text80: Cedar Pink/ Neutral
	Text76: Durability
	Text81: Exterior/BRANZ
	Text77: Glue Bond
	Text82: WBP
	Text78: Origin
	Text83: Canada
	Text79: Texture
	Text85: Even Bandsawn
	Text1: At lease two coats of a exterior quality solvent-borne oil penetrating stain must be used over the face, edges and 100mm onto the back face (around the perimeter of the sheet). The stain must be recommended by the stain manufacturer as a suitable wall cladding stain and must be brush or roller applied.Plywood is a natural product that can be affected by changes in weather conditions: moisture and temperature. Increased moisture contenttemperature variation may cause internal stresses causing previously flat sheets to bow. At Summitply, precautions are taken to minimizethis effect. However, once the plywood has left our warehouse we cannot guarantee sheets to remain flat unless fastened. When storing panels, stack on a firm raised base with enough support to prevent sagging. Cover the pallet to protect top and edges from fading or damage.


